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HIGH PRESSURE THERMODYNAMICS OF MIXTURES

G. M. SCHNEIDER
University of Bochum/GFR, Institute of Physical Chemistry, German Federal Republic

Abstract—In the present survey some important trends in the high pressure thermodynamics of fluid mixtures of
non-electrolytes are reviewed.

First the pressure dependence of excess functions such as the excess Gibbs energy GE, the excess enthalpy HE,
the excess entropy SE and the excess heat capacity CE is discussed. It can be obtained from the knowledge of the
excess volume yE as a function of pressure, temperature and composition. Experimental results demonstrate that
the variations of yE as a function of pressure and temperature can be important and comparable to those of the
molar volumes themselves. A detailed discussion shows that further progress in this field depends on the
development of an accurate equation of state for mixtures.

Since furthermore direct calorimetric measurements are practically completely lacking at high pressures most
thermodynamic informations have to be deduced up to now from high pressure phase equilibria and critical
phenomena where our knowledge is much better. The pressure dependence and critical phenomena of liquid—gas,
liquid—liquid and gas—gas equilibria will be shortly reviewed. Mainly binary systems will be treated but phase
separation phenomena in some ternary and multicomponent systems will be equally considered. Recent results
concerning the rate of phase separation will be additionally presented.

New developments during recent years have shown that the limits between liquid—gas, liquid—liquid and gas—gas
equilibria are not well defined and that continuous transitions occur. This continuity will be demonstrated for binary
mixtures of hydrocarbons with carbon dioxide and methane and for some inert gas systems.

The significance of high pressure phase equilibria in fluid mixtures for practical applications is shortly discussed,
e.g. for high pressure extractions, supercritical fluid chromatography and for some other high pressure techniques
and processes.

Methods for the calculation of fluid phase equilibria in mixtures under high pressure are reviewed. They start
from equations of state or from theories of mixtures using sometimes sophisticated mixing rules for the parameters.
Some results are presented and compared with experimental data.

Finally a characteristic example for the pressure dependence of chemical equilibria in liquid solutions is
considered and the standard value of the reaction volume i V° is determined from measurements of the equilibrium
constant K as a function of pressure at constant temperature. It is shown how standard values of the reaction
enthalpy iH° can be obtained from temperature jump experiments in such solutions at high pressure.

INTRODUCTION

The thermodynamics of mixtures is one of the most
important fields of thermodynamics. It has been of funda-
mental interest to chemists for a long time especially
with respect to the thermodynamic and theoretical de-
scription of mixtures and solutions, to chemical equilibria
and to some important methods of separation. An enorm-
ous amount of experimental and theoretical work has
already been done in the thermodynamic investigation of
mixtures but up to now the pressure variable has been
widely neglected although in the first decades of our
century very promising efforts had been done especially by
the Dutch school.

Thus the high pressure thermodynamics of mixtures is
still in a developing state whereas much more research
activities have already been dedicated to the high pressure
properties of pure compounds, the most recent literature
being regularly reported in the Bibliography of High
Pressure Research' (for literature up to 1969, see Ref. 2).

In the present review some important trends in the high
pressure thermodynamics of fluid mixtures of non-
electrolytes will be discussed; the accent will be on the
discussion of some special high pressure effects that
might be of interest to thermodynamicists working in
other fields. Polar and ionic fluids at high pressures and
temperatures have been treated by Franck3 at the Third
International Conference on Chemical Thermodynamics.
Electrolyte solutions under pressure have been recently
reviewed by Hamann4 and critical phenomena in electro-
lyte solutions by Horvath."3 Throughout this paper the
pressure unit bar will be used (1 bar = 10 Pa = 0.1 MPa;
1 kbar = 10 bar; 1 Mbar = 106 bar).

In Fig. 1 some pressures that are important in nature
and chemical industry are summarized, making use of a
similar compilation by Pilz.5 On the left hand side some
pressures relevant in nature are given in logarithmic
scale: critical pressures are between 2.3 bar for helium
and approximately 1.5 kbar for mercury; the deepest
ocean corresponds to approximately 1 kbar and the center
of the earth to approximately 4 Mbar.

More interesting for chemists is the right hand column in
Fig. 1 where some high pressure processes and techniques
are compiled that are relevant to the European chemical
industry. Between 100 and 1000 bar we have high pressure
liquid chromatography (LC) and supercritical fluid
chromatography (SFC), crystal growth, some hydrogena-
tions; the syntheses of ammonia, of methanol, of some
organic compounds by oxo synthesis and of acetic acid;
and additionally some polymerisations. The fabrication of
polyethylene occurs between 1.5 and 3 kbar and the
synthesis of diamond at approximately 50 kbar. For all
these methods and processes the high pressure ther-
modynamics of mixtures is of fundamental importance.
Hydrostatic extrusion, high pressure densification and
sintering will become more and more interesting for
material research. Explosive welding and plating are
indispensable techniques for the fabrication of chemical
reactors and tubing.

EXCESS FUNCTIONS AND EQUATION
OF STATE OF MIXTURES

For the thermodynamic description of mixtures (espe-
cially of liquid mixtures) excess functions are often
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itself where

1
p(crit) helium

Fig. 1. Pressure scale in nature and chemistry (according to a
similar compilationby Pilz5).

used.' A molar excess function ZmE is defined as the
difference of the molar function Zm between a real and an
ideal mixture at the same values of temperature T, total
pressure p and mole fraction x, of all constituents i, where
Z=G, H, S, V, C, etc.

XmE = Zm (real) — Zm(ideal) for p, T, x1 = const. (1)

It can be easily shown that the following relations hold for
the pressure dependence of the excess functions

= VmE\ t9p IT,;
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It follows from the right hand sides of the relations (2—5)
that the pressure derivatives of all molar excess functions
are completely described by the molar excess volume VmE
as a function of temperature, pressure and mole fractions.
From this the excess functions themselves can be ob-
tained by integration e.g. the molar excess Gibbs energy
by

GmE(p) — GmE(pO) = J VmE dp for T, x = const. (6)

where GmE (O) is the value of the molar excess Gibbs
energy at the reference pressure p°.

Thus the problem of thermodynamics of mixtures re-
duces to the knowledge of the molar excess volume VmE
as a function of pressure, temperature and composition or,
more generally, to the knowledge of an equation of state
for mixtures at high pressure.

Such an equation of state can be based on the excess
volume VmE or on the molar volume Vm of the mixture

Vm (real) = Vm (ideal) + VmE Xi V'nj + VmE. (7)

According to eqn (7) Vm 5 made up of two terms: (1) of
the ideal term taking account of the molar volumes V of
the pure components i and (2) of the molar excess volume
Vm' as a correction term.

For pure liquids already many p VT measurements have
been undertaken up to quite high pressures. The data
have been correlated with the well-known equations of
state of Tait,9 Hudleston,'° Hayward,1' Chaudhuri,'2
Witt,13 and others. Several authors have shown recently
that among the two-parameter equations the old Tait
equation does astonishingly well.2'7'14'15 Up to now very
few measurements, however, exist on mixtures and here
the equations cited are not yet well tested especially with
respect to the mixing rules for the parameters. The
volumes of coexisting phases at high pressures have been
measured by Tsiklis et a!.114

The situation is not at all good for the molar excess
volumes VmE (for a review see16; for references
see16'110'111), Up to now only very few VmE data exist at
high pressures e.g. by Hamann and Smyth,'7 Engels,12°
Lamb and Hunt,21 Korpela,22 and Götze.23'24 VmE data can
be obtained from very accurate p VT data measured
separately on different mixtures and on all pure compo-
nents or more precisely from measuring VmE directly as a
function of pressure, temperature and composition. In
Figs. 2 and 3 some results of Götze24'25 are shown for the
system water-acetonitrile. In Fig. 2 the excess volume
Vm' in cm3 moV1 is plotted against the mole fraction of
acetonitrile for 100, 1000 and 2500 bar and for each
pressure at 25, 50 and 75°C. The pressure influence is very
remarkable: with increasing pressure the inflection point
becomes more and more accentuated and at the highest
pressures and temperatures the excess volume changes
sign for mixtures rich in acetonitrile. In Fig. 3 the pressure
derivatives of the excess functions that follow from the
eqns (2—4) with the Vm' data of Fig. 2 for x = 0.5 and
T = 50°C are plotted for the water-acetonitrile system.
All derivatives are negative in the pressure range 100—
2500 bar. In contrast to (3GmE/3p)T,x is monotonous,
(3HmE/3p)T,Xi and (3SE/ap)T,x run through minima be-
tween 500 and 1000 bar which correspond to inflection
points in the HE(p) and SE(p) curves respectively.

Figure 2 shows that the absolute values of the excess
volumes VmE are small in comparison to the molar
volumes Vm themselves whereas the variations of the
excess volumes with pressure, temperature and composi-
tion can be important and comparable to those of the
molar volumes. It follows that an equation of state based
on the excess volume as a function of pressure, tempera-
ture and composition should be much more promising
than one based on the molar volumes. Since nearly
nothing is known up to now the problem of an equation of
state for mixtures is still a wide field for future research
activities (for a compilation see Ref. 111).

Since calorimetric data such as heat capacities of
mixtures or enthalpies of mixing26 are practically com-
pletely lacking at high pressures, most thermodynamic
information has to be deduced up to now from high
pressure phase equilibria and critical phenomena where
our knowledge is much better (for books see Ref s. 7,8,27;
for review articles see Ref s. 28—35, for experimental
techniques see Refs. 36, 75).
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dependence given in Figs. 4i—v are represented schemati-
cally. Their shapes correspond remarkably well to the
temperature-composition diagrams for constant pressure
(Figs. 4a—d) demonstrating that pressure and temperature
are equivalent thermodynamic variables.

The second horizontal row shows that with increasing
pressure upper critical solution temperatures will either
decline (Fig. 4i) or rise (Fig. 4j) or run through a tempera-
ture minimum (Fig. 41).

The third horizontal row demonstrates that with in-
creasing pressure lower critical solution temperatures
may either rise (Fig. 4m) or decline (Fig. 4n) or run
through a temperature maximum (Fig. 4p).

The pressure dependence of closed loops is schemati-
cally shown in the fourth horizontal row: closed loops
may either shrink with increasing pressure and disappear
completely at a definite pressure in the three-dimensional
temperature—pressure—mole fraction space (Fig. 4q) or
only appear at higher pressures (Fig. 4r) or resemble
hyperboloids (Fig. 4t); examples of types 4r and 4t
have been found in binary mixtures of 2-, 3- and 4-
methylpyridine with water and heavy water.234

Immiscibility surfaces of a saddle-like type such as
shown in the fifth horizontal row have also been found,
e.g. in mixtures of methane with hydrocarbons (Fig. 4u) or
of sulfur with hydrocarbons (Fig. 4v).233

Examples for all types represented in this Figure have
been summarized elsewhere.234 Here only one example
for type 4j will be given.

In Fig. 5 some very recent results of Paas4° are shown
for the methane-tetrafluoromethane system. In Fig. 5a
isobaric temperature-mole fraction profiles are plotted
which exhibit upper critical solution temperatures that rise
with increasing pressure. In Fig. Sb the corresponding
isothermal pressure—mole fraction which exhibit lower
critical solution pressures, are given.

It has been shown by several authors235'37 that some
thermodynamic information can be obtained from the
pressure dependence of critical solution temperatures.
With the assumption that Gm is analytict at and near a
critical solution point eqn (8) and with the additional
assumption of a regular solution relation (9) hold for the
pressure dependence of the critical solution temperature
in a demixing binary system

Fig. 3. Pressure dependence of the molar excess functions in the system (1 — x)water +x acetonitrile: (3G,,/3p),
(8H,,,E/ap)Tx asafunction of pressure at T = 323.15 Kandx = 0.5 (accordingto results of Götze24).

(1-.x) H20 + x CH3CN

Fig. 2. Molar excess volumes V,,.E in the system (1— x) water +x
acetonitrile as a function of pressure, temperature and mole

fraction (according to results of Götze24).

LIQUID-LIQUID EQUILIBRIA

In Fig. 4 all types of pressure dependence of
liquid—liquid equilibria in binary systems that are presently
known are schematically represented;233 examples exist
for all types except those with a question mark (Figs. 4g,
4k, 4o, 4s).

In the first vertical column on the left the different types
of temperature-mole fraction isobars are represented, i.e.
those with upper critical solution temperatures (UCST's,
Fig. 4a), lower critical solution temperatures (LCST's, Fig.
4b), closed loops (Fig. 4c) and a hyperbolic-like type (Fig.
4d).

In the first horizontal row pressure-mole fraction
isotherms (Fig. 4e—h) that belong to the types of pressure

tlt has, however, been shown that the assumption of G,,, being
analytical at a critical solution point is doubtful; for an explicit
critical discussion see Refs. 7, 31, 35.
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U IL1[Li:

Fig. 5. Phase behaviour of the system (1 —x) methane + x tetrafluoromethane at elevated pressures (according to
results of Paas4°). (a) T(x)isobars; (b)p(x) isotherms.

dT T .
dp HC

Ithas to be kept in mind, however, that the conditions for
the validity of relation (9) in general are largely
oversimplified.t For the system methane—
tetrafluoromethane it follows from the existence of upper
critical solution temperatures (corresponding to HE > 0
829-3437) and from the positive sign of dT/dp obtained

(9\
experimentally40 that VmE should be positive, a result that
had already been known for this system from normal
pressure measurements by Croll and Scott.38 Also
Paas4° could show that regular solution theory39 describes
quite well the sign and the order of magnitude of dT/dp
in this system.

For systems of type t in Fig. 4 the molar excess
enthalpy HmE should have to change its sign from minus
(corresponding to LCST's) to plus (corresponding to
UCST's) with increasing temperature at constant pressure
and it follows from eqn (9) that the molar excess volume
VmE should have to change its sign from minus to plus
with increasing pressure at constant temperature.234 The

\
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Fig. 4. Pressure effects onimmiscibilityphenomenainliquidbinary systems (according to Refs. 30,32; see text).
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tlt has, however, been shown that the assumption of G,,) being
analytical at a critical solution point is doubtful; for an explicit
critical discussion see Ref s. 7, 31, 35.
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curious result is that for these systems that deviate very
much from ideality, the molar excess enthalpy HmE and
the molar excess volume VmE should both nearly vanish
just between the two immiscibility surfaces in Fig. 4t. The
change of the sign of the excess volume has already been
affirmed experimentally by EngeIs'"2° for the system 3-
methylpyridine-H20.

Liquid—liquid equilibria in ternary systems have been
investigated most frequently at normal and low pressure,
but for high pressure the experimental data are very
scarce.234 Recently the liquid—liquid equilibria in the
ternary system tetrafluoromethane-trifluoromethane-
ethane have been studied as a function of pressure by
Peter42'43 and Paas.

For aqueous solutions of organic compounds the influ-
ence of added salts on the mutual miscibility has also been
studied under pressure in some cases.45' A rather simple
example is given in Fig. 6 where the upper and the lower
solution temperatures are plotted for the system 1-
propanol-water-potassium chloride according to measure-
ments of Russo;45 the mass ratio water/1-propanol being
kept constant at a value of 1.5. Figure 6a gives the solution
temperatures as a function of the amount of potassium
chloride added at normal pressure and Fig. 6b shows the

80

i— mole KCI/l000g H20
a 1.6 1.5 1.4

12.6 12.2 11.8 11.4 11.0 10.6 7a2
12.5

—g KCI/lOOg H20

solution temperature as a function of pressure for a
mixture of constant composition. There is a striking
analogy between Figs. 6a and 6b, increasing the pressure
having a similar effect as decreasing the salt content.

Systems such as shown in Fig. 6 are well suited to study
the rate of liquid—liquid phase separation. Starting from
concentrations, temperatures and pressures in the
homogeneous region just below the plotted curves
heterogeneous states can be reached by a relatively small
temperature increase and the rate of demixing is obtained
from measuring the turbidity as a function of time. Meas-
urements were made by Jost47 and Limbach' with a
temperature jump apparatus that has been developed for
the investigation of fast reactions in solution under high
pressure.49 Here the temperature jump was created within
microseconds by discharging a high voltage capacitor
through the solution. The measuring cell with optical
windows was mounted in a high pressure autoclave. The
intensity of the transmitted light and of the light scattered
through an angle of 90 degrees could be measured
simultaneously as a function of time, stored in a transient
recorder and registered afterwards with a normal recorder.
In Fig. 7 the recorder traces thus obtained are presented for
one experiment on the system 1-propanol-water-potassium
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Fig. 6. SaJt and pressure effects on liquid—liquid immiscibility phenomena in the system 1-propanol-water-potassium

chloride (according to results of Schneider and Russo45; w% water/w% 1-propanol = const. = 1.5).
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Fig. 7. Rate of liquid—liquid phase separation system 1-propanol-water-potassium chloride (according to
results of Limbach48; isT = 13°K; A = 497 nm; p ibar; concentrations: 50.3 wt% 1-propanol, 44.5 wt% water,

5.2wt% potassium chloride).
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chloride at 1 bar; similar measurements have also been
performed on the system pyridine-water-potassium
chloride at elevated pressures.47 In the upper diagram of
Fig. 7 the intensity of the transmitted light and in the lower
diagram the intensity of the scattered light are registered as
a function of time. The transmitted light decreases to
nearly zero transmission and the scattered light accord-
ingly increases to a nearly constant value within less than
one millisecond. The initial maximum in the the intensity of
the scattered light can be explained qualitatively from the
growth of the scattering particles during the time of the
experiment. The curves show that induction times greater
than some tenth of a millisecond are absent and it follows
from a rough estimation thatthe formation and the ageing
of the scattering droplets of a second liquid phase is
essentially diffusion controlled.

LIQUID—GAS EQUILIBRIA

In Fig. 8a the well-known three-dimensional pressure—
temperature—mole fraction surface is represented for the
liquid—gas equilibria of a binary system in a simple case, x
being the mole fraction of the less volatile component II.
The dashed lines are the vapour pressUre curves of the
pure components I and II. They end at the gas—liquid
critical points CP I and CP II of the pure components. For

each pressure—mole fraction isotherm the binary critical
point is situated at the maximum of the isothermal
pressure-mole fraction profile; the line that connects the
critical points of all isotherms is the binary critical curve.

The phase equilibria and the critical phenomena in
binary fluid mixtures are most easily discussed with the
aid of the pressure—temperature projection of this critical
line, the so-called critical locus curve. Here the critical
locus curve is not interrupted; some important types are
schematically represented in Fig. 8b. At temperatures and
pressures beyond the critical locus curve the two compO-
nents of the binary system are miscible in all proportions
(for examples and Refs. see Refs. 7, 8, 29—33, 50).

GAS-GAS EQUILIBRIA

The critical phase behaviour of binary mixtures, how-
ever, is not always so simple as that represented in Figs.
8a and 8b. In Fig. 9a the phase behaviour of systems
exhibiting gas—gas equilibria is schematically shown in a
three-dimensional representation. Here the critical locus
curve is interrupted. The branch that starts from the
critical point CP II of the less-volatile component II does
not end at the critical point of pure component I as in Fig.
8 but runs through a temperature minimum corresponding
to a so-called gas—gas equilibrium of the second type

p

a

—> T

Fig. 8. Liquid—gas equilibria in binary systems (schematically; see text). (a) Three-dimensional representation in the
T—p—x space; (b)p(T)projectionof the diagram in (a).

—> T

p

I

Fig. 9. Gas—gas equilibria in binary systems (schematically; see text). (a) Three-dimensional representation in the T—
p—x space; (b)p(T) projection of the diagram in(a).
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(curve 2) or directly tends to increasing temperatures and
pressures corresponding to a gas—gas equilibrium of the
first type (curve 1). The corresponding p(T) projections
are represented schematically in Fig. 9b.

These phase separation effects were predicted by van
der Waals51 and discussed in detail by Kamerlingh Onnes
and Keesom as early as 1907.52 Type 2 was found for the
first time in 1940 by Krichevskii and co-workers53 in the
system nitrogen-ammonia and type 1 in 1952 by Tsiklis54
in the system helium-ammonia. In the mean time similar
phase separation effects have been detected in some fifty
other systems;7'2734'5° up to now no temperature maximum
on the critical curve, however, has been found such as
originally predicted by van der Waals.

At a first glance these somewhat exotic types of phase
behaviour might seem to be of academic interest only to
normal thermodynamicists. One has to realize, however,
that the exhibition of gas—gas equilibria will rather be the
rule than the exception for mixtures where the compo-
nents differ more and more in size, structure and/or
polarity e.g. for solutions of a gas in a liquid. Here the
right branch of the middle isotherm in Fig. 9a (marked with
"gin 1") corresponds to the solubiity of gas I in liquid II as
a function of pressure, whereas the left hand branch
(marked with "1 in g") corresponds to the solubiity of
liquid II in gas I, both on a mole fraction basis. It is an
interesting fact that for systems of this type, both
solubiities will run through a maximum mole fraction
value with increasing pressure; here the numerator of the
right hand side of the coexistence eqn (10)67

— x'1'(V —
V'11) + x'(V — V'2')

kap )r,, — (32Gm /9x22), (x —x') (10)

will become zero, V being the partial volume and' and"
the indices for the coexisting phases.

Examples for gas—gas equilibria have been summarized
in some books, e.g. by Tsiklis27 and Rowlinson7 and in
several review articles?34 Here only some results on
inert gas systems will be reviewed in Fig. 10 where parts
of the critical locus curves of some helium binaries, and of
the vapour pressure curves of the less volatile compo-
nents respectively are plotted making use of a compilation
by Streett.55 Whereas helium—hydrogen,56 helium—
nitrogen57 and helium—argon55'58 exhibit gas—gas equilibria
of the second type and helium—neon59 shows a tendency
for such a phase behaviour, gas—gas equilibria of the first
type have been found in the systems helium—methane,6°
helium—xenon61 and helium—carbon dioxide.62 According
to Schouten and Trappeniers neon—krypton63 resembles to
the helium—argon system.

The gas—gas equilibria found in the helium—hydrogen
system seem to have important consequences for planet-
ary atmospheres as has been recently reported by
Streett.56 The same author has • also discussed the limits
of gas—gas equilibria.TM In principle there is no limit of the
gas—gas critical curve at higher temperatures and pres-
sures. In many cases it will disappear below the crystalli-
zation surface of the system at very high pressures but it
may also persist up to very high temperatures and pres-
sures perhaps even to the limits at which atomic and
molecular structure begin to break down.TM

TRANSITIONS BETWEEN LIQUID-GAS,

LIQUID-LIQUID AND GAS-GAS EQUILIBRIA

Up to now the three different types of two-phase
equilibrium in fluid mixtures namely liquid—liquid, liquid—
gas and gas—gas equilibria have been discussed separately.
During the last decade systematic high-pressure investiga-
tions, however, have shown that the limits between these
three forms of heterogeneous phase equilibrium in fluid
mixtures are not well defined and that continuous transi-
tions occur3034 the transition types sometimes being of
considerable practical interest.

The discussion of this question will start from Fig. 11
where the phase behaviour and the critical phenomena are
schematically represented for a binary system exhibiting
separation into two liquid phases.33 For the type in Figs.
1 la and 1 lb the critical curve liquid—gas (lg) is not
interrupted and runs through the usual pressure max-
imum. At temperatures far below the critical temperature
of the pure more volatile component I separation into two
liquid phases additionally takes place. The branch 11 of the
critical curve corresponds to upper critical solution temp-
eratures as a function of pressure that are slightly raised
with increasing pressure.

The more the mutual miscibility of the two compo-
nents decreases the more the branch 11 of the critical
curve is displaced to higher temperatures. It can finally
penetrate the ranges of temperature and pressure for the
critical phenomena liquid—gas and may pass continuously
into the critical curve lg whereas the branch of the critical
curve starting from the critical point of the pure compo-
nent I ends at a so-called critical end point C on the
three-phase line liquid—liquid—gas (Figs. llc and lid).

For still lower mutual miscibility of the components
critical locus curves without any pressure maximum or
minimum may be obtained such as indicated in Fig. lid by
a dotted line. Since a phase behaviour of this type is
attributed to gas—gas equilibria of the second type, con-
tinuous transitions between liquid—gas, liquid—liquid and
gas—gas equilibria should be possible.

> T/K
Fig. 10. Critical locus curves of binary helium systems (according to a similar compilation by Streett55; for details

and references see text).
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Fig. 11. Phase behaviour of a binary system showing liquid—liquid immiscibility (schematically; see text). (a) and (c)
Three-dimensional representation in the T—P—X space; (b)p(T) projection of the diagram in (a); (d)p(T) projection

of the diagram in (c).

In order to prove this hypothesis series of binary
systems were studied where one constant component I
such as carbon dioxide, methane, ethane, ethylene, water
etc. was combined with a component II that was sys-
tematically altered in size, structure and polarity, the
phrase "family" being proposed for such a series of
related binary systems.TM

In Fig. 12 the carbon dioxide family is discussed as a
first example. For binary mixtures of carbon dioxide with
octaneTM the 'liquid—gas critical curve lg runs through the
usual pressure maximum. At much lower temperatures
additionally separation into two liquid phases is found, the
upper critical solution temperatures rising steeply with
increasing pressure. No superposition of the critical
phenomena liquid—gas and liquid—liquid occurs in this
system. If octane is replaced by a higher alkane
the mutual miscibility decreases and the branch of th

-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400— T/°C

Fig. 12. Critical locus curves of binary carbon dioxide systems
(for details and references see text).

critical curve that corresponds to liquid—liquid equilibria
is displaced to higher temperatures. For carbon dioxide—
hexadecaneTM it penetrates the ranges of temperature and
pressure for the critical phenomena liquid—gas and the
critical curve liquid—liquid (11) merges continuously into
the critical curve liquid—gas (lg), a pronounced pressure
minimum and a slight temperature minimum being found.
For carbon dioxide—squalane67 (=2,6,1O,15,19,23-hexa-
methyltetracosane) the mutual miscibility is stilllower and
the critical curve liquid—liquid (11) is displaced to even
higher temperatures, the pressure minimum of the critical
curve becoming less pronounced. For even higher alkanes
than squalane critical locus curves without any pressure
maximum or minimum may be obtained.67

The phase behaviour of carbon dioxide-2-hexanol65 and
of carbon dioxide-2-octanol65 corresponds completely to
that of carbon dioxide-octane, whereas the system carbon
dioxide-2,5-hexanediol65 resembles that of carbon dioxide-
squalane without showing, however, any pressure
minimum or maximum. According to measurements of
Tödheide and FranckTM the critical curve of the carbon
dioxide-water system runs through a temperature
minimum at approximately 1500 bar showing thus a typi-
cal gas—gas phase behaviour of the second type.

These types of phase behaviour in fluid carbon dioxide
systems are of increasing practical interest since super-
critical carbon dioxide may become an important solvent
for industrial extractions, especially in the food and
pharmaceutical industry where substances with low
thermal stability have to be separated or purified.94'5 Some
patents have already been given in this field.69 Additionally
supercritical carbon dioxide is the favourite mobile phase
in supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC).7°74

In Figs. 13 and 14 the methane family is treat-
ed.3023767779TM Figure 13 shows the pressure—temperature
projections of the phase diagrams of several binary
hydrocarbon systems and of the systems methane—
ammonia78 and helium_methane.TM The critical curve of the
rather curious type of Fig. 13c consists of two branches.
That at low temperatures corresponds to upper critical
solution temperatures; the other branch of the critical
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Fig. 13. p(T)projections of the phase diagrams of binary hydrocarbon systems (schematically; see text).

Fig. 14. Critical locus curves of binary methane—hydrocarbon
systems (for details and references see text).

curve first corresponds to lower critical solution tempera-
tures for liquid—liquid phase separation and then merges
continuously into the critical curve liquid—gas that ends at
the critical point of the less volatile component II (e.g.
methane-1-hexene,79 methane-3,3-dimethylpentane80).
This somewhat exotic type of phase behaviour is of
considerable practical interest and seems to be the
fundamental type of phase behaviour for mixtures of
hydrocarbons differing very much in size, e.g. for solutions
of polymers in hydrocarbon solvents (see Refs. 7, 81).

With increasing mutual miscibility (e.g. for smaller
differences in size and/or polarity) the branch that corres-
ponds to upper critical solution temperatures in Fig. 13c is
displaced to lower temperatures and may disappear below
the crystallization surface such as shown in Fig. 13b
(e.g. methane—hexane,76 ethane—squalane,82 propane-
lucricating oils,7 polymers in a hydrocarbon solvent7'81);
for further increasing mutual miscibility the common type
of Fig. 13a results (e.g. methane—propane,83 ethane—
decane,TM propane—squalane65). Figure 13d corresponds to
decreasing mutual miscibility in comparison to type 13c:
Consecutively type 3 (e.g. methane—methylcyclo-

pentane76'77), type 2' (e.g. methane—methylbenzene,77
methane—squalane65) and type 2 result, the latter corres-
ponding to a gas—gas system of the second type (e.g.
methane—ammonia78); finally type 1 is obtained, which
corresponds to a gas—gas system of the first type (e.g.
helium—methane°).

Experimental data for the schematic types of Fig. 13 are
given in Fig. 14, where the criticallocus curves for methane
binaries with hydrocarbons of sizes from propane to
squalane are plotted. Methane—propane83 has a non-
interrupted critical curve liquid—gas according to type 13a.
Methane—hexane76 belongs to type 13b and methane-i-
hexene77'79 to type 13c. The critical curves of the
methane—heptane76 and the methane—

methylcyclopentane76'77 systems run through pressure
minima according to type 3 in Fig. 13d whereas the critical
curves of methane—methylbenzene,77 methane—
hexadecane65 and methane—squalane65 have a monotonous
shape such as type 2 in Fig. 13d. This kind of phase
behaviour is of great practical importance for the
fabrication of high-pressure polyethylene since the
methane—hexadecane65 form has also been found for
solutions of polyethylene in ethylene by Ehrlich85 and
Steiner and Horlé.86

It has been shown in Figs. 11—14 that a large pattern of
transition types between typical liquid—gas, typical liquid—
liquid and typical gas—gas equilibria exist in fluid mixtures
at high pressures that are of considerable practical inter-
est in some cases. Quite similar phenomena have also
been found in mixtures of helium with inert gases (see Fig.
10), of hydrocarbons of medium size with water at much
higher temperatures,25'234 in ammonia binaries27
34,53,54,78,109 etc.; similar investigations on ethylene and
ethane binaries are underway.65 All these results give
evidence that the hypothesis of transitions between all
types of two-phase equilibrium in fluid mixtures is useful
in understanding the great variety of phase relationships
and in giving a certain order to many different types of
critical phenomena in fluid mixtures.

Scaling law studies in mixtures (see Ref. 35) have not yet
been performed at high pressures since the high accuracy
necessary for these investigations is difficult to obtain
under these conditions; just the pressure dependence of
the scaling parameters, however, should be of considerable

Gil4 -propane CH4-hexone CH4-1-hexene CH4-methylcyclopentane(3)

C2H5-decane C2l--squalane CH4-3,3-dimethylpen-

C3H8- squalane C3H8 -lubric. oils tane
HC - polymers

— TI°C
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experimental and theoretical interest, e.g. because of the
great variety of the different p(x) isotherms and/or T(x)
isobars that can be sometimes obtained in the same system
at high pressures. Although critical phenomena seem to be
more or less understood in fluid binary mixtures87 much
progress is to be expected in the investigation of the phase
diagrams and critical phenomena of ternary and multicom-
ponent mixtures under high pressures, e.g. with respect to
tricritical points.4'

CALCULATION OF HIGH.PRESSURE PHASE

EQUILIBRIA IN FLUID MIXTURES

The continuity between all types of two-phase equilib-
ria in fluid mixtures demonstrated in the preceding section
is also of interest from a theoretical point of view
especially for the calculation of high-pressure phase
equilibria in fluid mixtures.

These calculation methods start from the fact that the
conditions for phase equilibrium and for critical points are
essentially the same for all types of two-phase equilibria
in fluid mixtures. For a binary system the conditions for
phase equilibrium are given in eqn (11)

or

with

GX,'n(t9Gm/3Xi),,T = G X(aGm/DXi),',T (11)

= 1 or 2 for T' = T" and p' =p'

and for a binary critical point in eqn (12)

(t92Gm/3X12)c =0 (33Gm/3X)c 0

for i = 1 or 2.

From the phase equilibrium conditions the phase diagram
is deduced, while from the conditions of a critical point the
critical curve can be obtained. In most cases, however, the
simple conditions for the molar Gibbs energy Gm given in
(11) and (12) are not applicable but the more complicated
corresponding conditions for the molar Helmboltz energy
Am have to be used.6'7'35'37 Because of difficulties in the
definition of standard states generally no excess functions
are used.

The molar Gibbs energy Gm or the molar Helmholtz
energy Am necessary for the calculations are obtained:

(1) from an equation of state that is often a modified
version of the Redlich—Kwong95"°6 or of the van der
Waals35'8° equation, using sometimes rather sophisticated
combining rules for the parameters of the mixtures, or

(2) from theories of mixtures with the use of different
combining rules for the potential parameters in a
mixture?'°5

Calculations of high-pressure phase diagrams in fluid
mixtures from an equation of state have been carried out
by Wilson, Prausnitz and Chueh,89 Zudkevitch and
Joffe,9° Joffe, Schroeder and Zudkevitch,9' Peter and
Wenzel,92 Wenzel and Peter,93 Peter, Brunner and
Riha,'95 Scott and van Konynenburg,8° Scott,35 Breedveld
and Prausnitz, Renon, Chandron and Asselineau and
others.

Calculations from theories and models have been per-

formed by de Swaan Arons and Diepen,6' Zandbergen,
Knaap and Beenakker,98 Tan, Luks and Kozak, Rigby et
al.,'°° Trappeniers, Schouten and Ten Seldam,'°' Schouten,
Ten Seldam and Trappeniers,'°2 Muiholland and Rehr,'°3
Neff and McQuarrie,'°4 Bartis and Hall'°5, McGlashan,
Stead and Warr"2 and others.

Here only the calculation method using the Redlich—
Kwong equation of state will be treated in more detail for
a binary system (see Ref s. 92—95). From condition (11), eqn
(13) can be deduced

1V(p)

RTln(x/x)= I (V—V)dPJ (p—p)dV.
Jp0 V(p )

(13)

Here p, is not the partial pressure but is defined as
p, = p° is a (low) reference pressure.

The Redlich—Kwong equation of state (14)

— nRT an2

(V—nb) T"2V(V+nb) (14)

is then used for the calculation of the integrals in (13) with
the mixing rules (15) and (16) for the parameters a and b

a = a,,x,2+2a,2x,x2 + a22x2

b = b11x1 + b22x2.

(15)

(16)

a and b for the pure components are obtained from p VT
data and critical data a,2 is calculated from (17)

a,2 = (1— k,2)(a,,a22)"2 (17)

(12)
where the correction parameter k,2 is generally fitted to
one binary experiment.

In Figs. 15 and 16 some characteristic results are shown
that have been obtained with this method by Deiters.'°6 In
Fig. 15 experimental'07 and calculated'°6 data are com-
pared for the pressure—mole fraction isotherm of the
system methane—heptane at 477.60°K; a k,2 value of
0.1381 was used. The agreement between the experimen-
tal data and the calculated curve is quite satisfactory. In
Fig. 16 experimental6' and calculated'°6 values are com-
pared for helium—xenon at 293.15°K, this system exhibiting
gas—gas equilibria of the first type (see Fig. 10). Here the
agreement is not bad, but a k,2 value of 1.2561 had to be
used, the physical meaning of which being doubtful.

In Fig. 17 some results of the theoretical approach of
Neff and McQuarrie'°4 are compiled where reduced criti-
cal locus curves predicted from the van der Waals one-
fluid theory are plotted; here pressure and temperature
are reduced with the Lennard—Jones 6—12 intermolecular
potential parameters €22 and 22 of the less volatile
component 2. The first row corresponds to R = O,,/U22 =
0.6 and the second row to R,. = 0.8, the curves are labelled
with the ratio and k,2 is defined by

1/2€12 = (1 —
k,2)(€,,€22) (18)

A whole sequence of different critical locus curves
result, ranging from curves having a negative initial slope
without any temperature minimum, through types with a
temperature minimum corresponding to gas—gas equilibria
of the second type, up to curves that run directly to in-
creasing temperatures and pressures such as are attributed
to gas—gas systems of the first type. Decreasing values of
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and increasing values of k12 increase the tendency
to the formation of gas—gas equilibria of the first type;
this tendency is partly compensated, however, by increas-
ing difference in size for this model.'°4

PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF CHEMICAL

EQUILIBRIA IN SOLUTIONS

Since the treatment of reacting mixtures is somewhat
outside the scope of the present lecture only some results
that have been recently obtained in the field of chemical
equilibria in solutions under pressure will be presented in
order to give a characteristic example.

In Fig. 18 the spectrum of an aqueous solution contain-
ing nickel and murexide ions is plotted at 1, 500, 1000 and
1500 bar according to measurements of Jost.'°8 An iso-
sbestic point is observed by application of pressure only;

0.10

Cc)

/ 0.02II /
014

R06

the peak at 460 nm corresponds to the nickel-murexide
complex.

From the spectrum in Fig. 18 the equilibrium constant
K has been calculated'°8 as a function of pressure accord-
ing to well-known techniques. In Fig. 19 the logarithm of
the equilibrium constant K thus obtained is plotted
against the pressure in bar. Within the limits of experi-
mental error a straight line results; from the slope the
standard value of the reaction volume W° has been
calculated by Jost'°8 to be 22.6 cm3 moV1 using the
well-known thermodynamic relation (19)

(19)\ 9j /

E

X/nm
Fig. 18. Spectrum of the system Ni2 + murexideiwater at 25°C and at different pressures (according to results of
Jost1°8; c0(Ni2) = 8.0 X10'mol dm3; c0(Mu) = 5.66 X 10mol dm3; I = 0.1 mol dm3 (NaClO4; ionic strength);

pH = 5.0).
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Fig. 17. Critical locus curves predicted by the van der Waals one-fluid theory (according to Neff and McQuarri&°4;
curves are labeled with R=oll/o22; for k,2 see text; 2= less volatile component).
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These measurements have been carried out with a high
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Fig. 19. Pressure dependence of the overall equilibrium constant K for the system Ni2 + murexideiwater at 25°C
(according to results of Jost'°8; K in moldm3).
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Fig. 20. Temperature-jump relaxation traces at 1,560 and 1600 bar for the system Ni2 + murexide/water (according
to results of Jost°°8; AT = 8.0°K; T(final) = 298.15°K; A = 460 nm; c0(Ni2) = 8.0 x i0 mol dm3; c0(Mu) =

5.4 x iO mol dm3; I = 0.1 moldm3 (NaClO4; ionic strength)).

pressure optical cell in a commercial spectrometer; they
were made in connection with kinetic investigations of
very fast reactions in solution at high pressure using the
temperature jump relaxation technique and will be
published elsewhere.49"°8 A result that is interesting from a
thermodynamic point of view, however, is shown in Fig.
20. Here the traces on the screen of an oscilloscope
showing the optical extinction of the solution as a function
of time after a temperature jump are represented at 1, 560
and 1600 bar. Whereas the optical extinction and conse-
quently the complex concentration decreases with time
after the temperature jump at 1 bar, it remains practically
unchanged by the temperature jump at 560 bar and on the
contrary increases at 1600 bar. The consequence is that the
reaction enthalpy AH° must change its sign from minus to
plus with increasing pressure at constant temperature in
this system; this is a very remarkable pressure effect for a
reaction in liquid solution, where often pressure effects are
widely neglected. From the relaxation curves in Fig. 20
approximate values of AH° can be calculated.1°8

It was the aim of this lecture to stimulate the interest in
the thermodynamic properties of mixtures at high pres-
sures which really merit to be investigated to a greater
extent in the future.
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